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Abbott, Sarah. Where I Begin; illus. by Rocco Negri. Coward-McCann, 1970.
26p. Trade ed. $3.75; Library ed. $3.49 net.
A series of drawings, chronologically arranged and simulating the pho-
Ad tograph album at which a small girl is gazing, is accompanied by com-
K-2 ments like, "This boy with the missing tooth, grinning at his little sister,
is my father long ago," or, "This thin little girl curled up on the window
seat, reading, is my mother long ago." With the illustrations of grandpar-
ental tombstones and the young mother, very pregnant, comes a final
double-page spread of pictures of the small girl and some of her own baby
pictures. The text is simple, the illustrations adequate in carrying out the
concept of the procession of generations. The small hint of death and grief
is nicely handled for the young child whose ideas about time and relation-
ships, birth and death, are expanding.
Aesop. Aesop's Fables; illus. by Jacob Lawrence. Windmill, 1970. 44p. Trade
ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.73 net.
Eighteen fables are illustrated in black and white or red and white,
Ad some pages starkly effective and others needing distance for full appreci-
5-7 ation of composition. There is no source given for the versions used; titles
(not listed in a table of contents) are not always familiar; "The Council of
Mice" is used rather than the more familiar "Belling the Cat," for example.
The retellings are adequate but do not compare with those by Jacobs or
Untermeyer.
Alexander, Martha. We Never Get To Do Anything; written and illus. by Martha
Alexander. Dial, 1970. 26p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.39 net.
It's a hot day, and Adam would like to go swimming, but his mother is
R hanging the wash. He sneaks off and mother retrieves him. He explains
3-6 that he and the dog want to go swimming; mother explains that he can't go
yrs alone, and ties him to the clothesline by his sunsuit strap. Adam slides
out of the sunsuit and marches off again, unclad, determined to get wet.
This time he's retrieved in a shopping district, where passersby are
amused. To Adam's delight, it begins to rain and soon he is luxuriously
lolling in his sandbox, which has become a temporary swimming pool. The
text is slight but more than adequate, since the pictures almost tell the
story. The tidy, brisk little drawings have affection and humor; the ending
is sheer triumph: boy meets water.
[69]
American Heritage Magazine. Franklin Delano Roosevelt; by the editors of Ameri-
can Heritage Magazine; narr. by Wilson Sullivan; in consultation with
Frank Freidel. American Heritage, 1970. 153p. illus. Trade ed. $5.95;
Library ed. $5.49 net.
An excellent biography, broad in coverage and profusely illustrated
R with good photographs, the writing mature and straightforward, the atti-
6-9 tude admiring but discerning. The author gives a vivid picture of the de-
pression era, recovery measures, political campaigns and the "diplomatic
minuet" that preceded World War I, concluding with a resume of the war
and a brief, poignant account of Roosevelt's death. An index is appended.
Berg, Jean Horton. What Harry Found When He Lost Archie; illus. by Cal Massey.
Westminster, 1970. 112p. $4.25.
If they'd still been living back in the old house, Harry's Boston terrier
Ad could easily have found his way home, but they'd just moved to the city.
3-5 Searching for Archie, Harry ran into a friendly stranger, Dino Chris-
topoulis. His mother was hospitable, but nervous about meeting Harry's
parents because she didn't speak English very well; Harry's mother was
nervous because she was black. The pleasantly-developed but not unusual
theme of an interracial friendship is accompanied by a sub-plot about a
third boy who is a bully (his parents don't come to school affairs) and who
becomes less hostile. Despite the patterned development, the story has
good values, realistic treatment, and a style light and smooth enough to be
appealing.
Borea, Phyllis. First Thing in the Morning; photographs by Raimondo Borea.
Cowles, 1970. 32p. $3.95.
Photographs and text by a husband and wife team describe the early-
M morning activities of their daughter. Stills from a film, the pictures have
3-5 less of the posed look than is usual in most photographically illustrated
yrs books, but the book has the familiar sense of text compiled and fictional-
ized to match the illustrations. Carla gets up, plays with the cat, feeds
him and other pets, runs about in the large, half-empty apartment into
which her family has recently moved, and dresses (hours ahead of time)
for the first birthday party she will attend since she's moved to the city.
Not unattractive, but slight and static.
Bradbury, Bianca. Nancy and Her Johnny-O. Washburn, 1970. 150p. $3.95.
"If Dad can't see something's awfully wrong with Johnny, then he's
M blind, deaf, and dumb," thought Nancy. Five years old, sweet, and placid.
6-9 Too placid. But Dad refused to believe it when the medical verdict was
mental retardation. Time, he said, would bring changes. Nancy loved her
Johnny-O but she was nervous about having her new boy friend see him
. . . Dirk's only comment was, "Your brother's a nice little kid." After a
visit to England (Mother, Nancy, Johnny) which seems a trifle extraneous
in the plot development, Nancy shakes down into final exams. The story
closes with Dad and Mother taking the lead in asking, at a P.T.A. meeting,
for educational support for the small group of retarded children in the
community. The writing is capable, the plot believable if not innovative,
the development of changes logical. The treatment is a bit diffuse, how-
ever, and the book burdened by the combination of a plethora of characters
and relationships, and a competing purposiveness.
[70]
Briggs, Raymond. Jim and the Beanstalk; written and illus. by Raymond Briggs.
Coward-McCann, 1970. 38p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.39 net.
A sprightly sequel to the original tale, illustrated alternately in black
R and white and in melting color. Jim sees a tall plant outside his window,
4-7 an invitation to climbing. He goes up, meets a sad and aging giant who
yrs complains that some boy once came up and robbed his father. Ruthfully,
Jim arranges to improve the giant's lot by getting him eyeglasses, false
teeth, and spectacles. The delighted giant, now able to read the poetry he
had missed, pays the boy and suggests Jim cut down the beanstalk (now
that he can chew again) lest he be tempted to indulge once more in fried
boys on toast. Silly and engaging, the story is enhanced by the humorous
details of the illustrations: Jim staggering under a set of huge false teeth,
for example, or the giant poring over The Baby Giant's Bumper Fun Book.
Brower, Brock. The Inchworm War and the Butterfly Peace; illus. by Arnold Roth.
Doubleday, 1970. 36p. $4.50.
Illustrations of variable quality and style picture the depredations made
NR by militant inchworms who organize to right an ancient wrong. Years be-
K-2 fore, a policeman had stepped on one worm by mistake and had, when rep-
rimanded, kicked another. The worms ate trees bare and made (non sequi-
tur) a hole in the center of town. A sage advised using it for a butterfly
lake; the inchworms immediately began spinning cocoons to populate the
"lake." In addition to several dubious adaptations of animal behavior, and
the fact that inchworms usually become moths, the story seems to have no
real message although it is fraught with suggestions of significance. The
rhyming text is occasionally awkward.
Brown, Ivor. Dickens and His World. Walck, 1970. 48p. illus. $4.50.
A brief biography of Dickens is followed by a rambling, often interest-
Ad ing discussion of aspects of the Victorian world in which he lived-some
8- of this information more pertinent to Charles Dickens than other, periph-
eral facts. The literary, political, and social facets of Victorian life are
pertinent; the description of clothing and vehicles less so-although all of
the cultural and period details are reflected in Dickens' writings. The text
is capably written, continuous, profusely illustrated with reproductions of
old prints, photographs, portraits, and drawings. There is no index or ta-
ble of contents.
Burton, Hester. Beyond the Weir Bridge; illus. by Victor G. Ambrus. T. Y.
Crowell, 1970. 221p. $4.50.
First published in England under the title Thomas. Richard and Richenda
R had both lost their fathers in 1644, both having died in battle under Crom-
7-10 well's flag. Yet the dear member of their childhood trio was a Royalist
child, the shy and studious Thomas. Both boys grew up to love Richenda,
but she saw only Thomas. And when the other two became Quakers, Richard
was completely alienated, for it was well known that these Friends were a
disloyal and rabid lot. It is not until Richard, who as a doctor has stayed in
London to cope with plague victims, sees the dedication and altruism of
Thomas, who feels God's call to come to London from the safety of the
countryside, that he understands the Quaker credo. Thoroughly steeped in
period detail, consistent in language and viewpoint, this is both a dra-
matic story and a vivid piece of historical writing.
[711
Crane, Caroline. Don't Look at Me That Way. Random House, 1970. 181p. $3.95.
Seven children, and another on the way. Poor Mama, Rosa thought, but
Ad Mama, so warm and loving, welcomed the advent of another child. The
7-9 problem was money, so Rosa Rivera took the job an Anglo woman offered.
All she had to do was take care of little Susan and Katie Pritchard, she
had her own room, and Mrs. Pritchard was friendly, but Rosa couldn't re-
lax about their differences. She never could get over the consciousness
that she was Puerto Rican, never could feel that the rich Anglo boy who
was wooing her saw her as a person. When her mother dies, Rosa feels
bitterly the fact that it is because they are Puerto Ricans that they haven't
proper medical care, haven't jobs, and can never feel self-respect. But
her hostility, evoked by bereavement, fades; she agrees to marry Julio
Hernandez, who has found a better apartment for her and all the brothers
and sisters for whom she must now care, and she is sure that things will
get better. The sympathetic and perceptive approach to Rosa's defiance,
her "Don't look at me that way" reaction to Anglos is realistic, and the
characterization is adequate, but the plot moves slowly and seems almost
obtrusively to be at the service of the message.
Dickinson, Peter. The Devil's Children. Little, 1970. 188p. $4.95.
Mysteriously, England had changed; its people detested machines and
R demolished them in a mass fury of controlled minds. Thousands fled to
6-9 France, and Nicky thought perhaps her parents had gone there. They had
not meant to desert her, she knew, but there she was: one of the few peo-
ple left in London. A group of Sikhs, unaffected by the changes, take Nicky
on so that she can warn them lest they offend the villagers near whom they
live. Nicky joins them for security but quickly learns to respect them all
and to love many of the "Devil's children," as the townspeople nearby call
the Indians. The good will and the skill of the Sikhs save the local inhabi-
tants from a band of robbers, and an entente cordiale is established. The
story is original in concept, deftly written, and sharply characterized,
with pace and suspense in the action.
Engdahl, Sylvia Louise. Journey Between Worlds; illus. by James and Ruth McCrea.
Atheneum, 1970. 235p. $5.25.
Set in the far future, a story about a quiet and conventional adolescent
Ad whose pattern is shaken by an unexpected journey. Melinda, just graduated
6-9 from high school, knew exactly what she wanted to do: marry Ross, teach,
have a family, and stay on earth. But her graduation present from her
father was a year in New Terra, the Mars colony. Her growing affection
for a second-generation Martian, her realization that she had been preju-
diced about colonial life, and the discovery that Ross had been more a habit
than anything else, led Melinda to the decision to settle in New Terra. The
love story occasionally falters, but the descriptions of the world of the fu-
ture and of the flight through space are convincing, the characterization is
capable if not subtle, and the writing style is competent.
Epstein, Samuel. Who Needs Holes? by Samuel and Beryl Epstein; illus. by Tomie
de Paola. Hawthorn Books, 1970. 28p. $3.95.
Ad An idea that should appeal to small children is enhanced by the cheery
4-6 illustrations. Despite a slight tendency to belabor a point, the text does of-
yrs fer some ideas: what a hole is (something with nothing around it) and what
1721
variation there is (one kind goes into something, the other through some-
thing) what familiar objects have holes that one may have overlooked. The
questions and answers that constitute part of the text may lead to some
simple experimentation, but they occasionally seem contrived.
Ferman, Edward L., ed. Twenty Years of the Magazine of Fantasy and Science
Fiction; ed. by Edward L. Ferman and Robert P. Mills. Putnam, 1970.
264p. $5.95.
Although some of the best science fiction writers who published in the
Ad magazine are represented here, not all of them are represented at their
6- best. The collection also includes some pedestrian stories by minor writ-
ers, and with the usual spectrum of themes: the intelligent robot, the end
of the world, the trip into another time zone. Asimov's preface strikes
the most amusing note of the book.
Forman, James. Ceremony of Innocence. Hawthorn Books, 1970. 249p. $4.95.
Based on actual events, with only a few fictional characters, this is a
R story of heroism and high principle during World War II. Hans and Sophie
7- Scholl, brother and sister, are young Germans who love their country and
are appalled by Nazism. When they are picked up by the Gestapo for print-
ing and distributing treasonous leaflets, both accept the death penalty
rather than traducing their beliefs. In a flashback technique, Hans remem-
bers, while he awaits the guillotine, the events of his childhood and his
days as a student at Munich University, the risks he and his sister took,
the friends who worked with them, the fears of their family, and the ada-
mant cruelty of the Hitler regime. Strong, evocative, and convincing, an-
other book in which James Forman pleads effectively for peace and sanity.
Gauch, Patricia Lee. My Old Tree; illus. by Doris Burn. Coward-McCann, 1970.
40p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library ed. $3.86 net.
The illustrations echo the romantic dreaming of a boy who envisions a
M tree in which he can play. He'll have a swing and a climbing rope, a tree
K-2 house, a basket he can lower for food; sometimes he may bring a friend
along, but most of the time he'll play alone. He'll watch the people below
from high in his tree, maybe even spend a night there. "You know," the
book ends, "I'm going to like that tree." Slight, static, an exercise in day-
dreaming.
Graham, Gail B., ad. The Beggar in the Blanket; And Other Vietnamese Tales; ad.
by Gail B. Graham; illus. by Brigitte Bryan. Dial, 1970. 95p. Trade ed.
$4.95; Library ed. $4.58 net.
Translated from French language sources in Vietnam, eight folk tales
Ad delightfully illustrated in black and white, with ingenious variations in
4-6 texture and design. Most of the tales have to do with misunderstandings
between human beings: a wife unjustly turned out and found, years later,
by her regretful husband (wife, of course, remaining loyal and true); a
clever wife who shows her husband that a brother is more dependable
than any friend; a soldier who returns, doubting his wife because of the
word of a child, et cetera. Some of the stories have magical elements but
all is attributable to human frailty or superhuman power. There is less
drama here than there is in most folk literature and more of a projection
of cultural patterns.
[731
Griffin, Judith Berry. Nat Turner; illus. by Leo Carty. Coward-McCann, 1970.
62p. $3.69.
Written in a simple, dignified fashion, a brief biography of the slave
R whose unsuccessful rebellion was one of the events that paved the way for
3-5 the abolition of slavery. The author describes Turner's childhood, his
learning to read and to dream of freedom, his growing conviction that he
must lead a rebellion, and the details of the revolt and his death by hang-
ing. Objective for the most part, the text has an occasional florid phrase,
but it is, on the whole, straightforward. The illustrations are adequate.
Haber, Louis. Black Pioneers of Science and Invention. Harcourt, 1970. 181p.
$4.50.
A good collective biography, one of a publisher's series of curriculum-
R related books. Some of the subjects are men about whom many books have
5-9 been written, but most are little known. The fourteen are Benjamin Ban-
neker, Norbert Rillieux, Jan Matzeliger, Elijah McCoy, Lewis Latimer,
Granville Woods, Garrett Morgan, G. W. Carver, Percy Julian, Lloyd Hall,
Ernest Just, Daniel Williams, Louis Wright, and Charles Drew. Personal
information is minimal, the focus being on the subject's professional con-
tribution; a wide variety of fields is covered, so that the appeal of the book
is broad. The writing is serious but not heavy. A long divided bibliography
and an index are appended.
Hanff, Helene. The Movers and Shakers; The Young Activists of the Sixties. S. G.
Phillips, 1970. 190p. $6.95.
Helene Hanff confesses in the foreword that she had planned quite a
R different sort of approach when she first began to do research for a book
8- about the youthful movements of the 60's. The more facts she discovered,
the more her viewpoint shifted toward sympathy with the young movers
and shakers who, she came to feel, had been challenging the corruption of
the establishment with high goals and moral courage. The four sections of
the book cover the rebellions against the military, political, academic, and
segregationist powers, although not with full coverage. Often passionate,
always candid, carefully researched, and only occasionally given to gener-
alized statements, this is exciting to read and a useful document of our
times. A divided, selected bibliography and an index are appended.
Hildick, E. W. Louie's SOS; illus. by Iris Schweitzer. Doubleday, 1970. 187p.
$3.95.
A sequel to Louie's Lot (reviewed in the Oct. 1968 issue) in which a
Ad group of boys in an English village vie with each other to become assis-
5-8 tants to that incomparable milkman, Louie, whose battery of tests for
the young provided great fun for the reader. Here the plot is heavier and
a bit on the slapstick side, as a rival milkman sabotages Louie's work and
his reputation. Tim and Smitty, his current helpers, know who the culprit
is, but it takes the combined efforts of several ex-helpers (now a police-
man, lawyer, actor, etc.) to catch him. The story is slowed by rather fre-
quent columnar listings; for example, "Not only did they hate each other's
guts. They hated each other's:
livers;
kidneys;
hearts; . . ." and so on, for eleven more items.
[74]
Both this device and the exaggeration that was so amusing in the first
book are abused. But there is plenty of action, richly comic characteri-
zation, and good pace.
Hopkins, Lee Bennett, comp. Me!; illus. by Talivaldis Stubis. Seabury, 1970. 26p.
$3.95.
A slight book with pleasant illustrations for the almost-twenty poems
Ad by popular authors, most of them American and contemporary. Some of
K-2 the selections are mediocre, but the majority are good; the best are avail-
able in other collections. All of the poems are short, all are directly con-
cerned with the child: the way he looks and feels, the way he plays, the
way he reacts to other people or to everyday events.
Horvath, Betty. Be Nice to Josephine; illus. by Pat Grant Porter. Watts, 1970.
43p. $3.95.
Charley was perfectly willing to be late to the Saturday baseball game
R to help his mother. But to spend the whole day with a girl? Yes, his moth-
2-4 er said firmly, little Josephine and her mother were coming for the day,
they were cousins, and blood was thicker than water. Disgruntled, Charley
planned a day that a girl would hate, fishing. But Josephine volunteered
as worm digger (actually, she preferred snakes) and knew about fishing,
and was so pleasant that Charley found himself having a halcyon day. All
cousins aren't as compatible as Josephine and Charley, but this puts in a
good word for family obligation and for boy-girl relations while telling a
pleasant and believable story in a simple, natural style.
Hughes, Ted. Poetry Is. Doubleday, 1970. 101p. $3.95.
Based on a series of B.B.C. talks, a discussion of poetry intended for
R young writers. The advice is sage, the style graceful, the tone of address
6- dignified. Although the chapters are subject-oriented ("Writing About Peo-
ple," 'Writing About Landscape") the elements of imagery and technique
discussed in any section have wide application. The examples, poems by
the author and other poets, are discriminatingly chosen and lucidly illus-
trative of the principles described. Particularly useful for writers, but
interesting for readers of poetry as well.
Kahn, Joan, ed. Some Things Dark and Dangerous. Harper, 1970. 294p. Trade ed.
$4.95; Library ed. $4.79 net.
Some fiction, some fact; some mysteries, some horror tales, some sci-
Ad ence fiction: an olio of adventure stories. Some are excellent: Lewis Padg-
7- ett's When the Bough Breaks is wry science fantasy about an infant prodigy
whose parents cannot live with him; Mr. Loveday's Little Outing by Evelyn
Waugh is both chilling and amusing. Some of the stories are adequate, a
few are slow-moving and ponderous in style. A section of biographical
notes is appended.
Keats, Ezra Jack. Hi, Cat I written and illus. by Ezra Jack Keats. Macmillan, 1970.
32p. $4.50.
Peter's back again, but Archie holds the stage, his Afro moderate, his
R glasses gleaming over a pert nose, and his sense of fun in firm control.
K-2 Horsing around for the benefit of a peer audience, Archie is startled when
[75]
a cat he has just greeted climbs inside a paper bag being used as a cos-
tume. Violent activity ends in a broken bag and the friendly cat being
chased by Peter's dog; the day ends with Archie giving a progress report
to his mother while the cat sits, hopefully, on the mat in front of the door.
The pages are gay with color and movement, the children of the city
neighborhood are engaging, and the story has a natural ease and humor
that compensate for the slight story line.
Klagsbrun, Francine. Read about the Librarian; illus. by Dan Nevins. Watts, 1970.
70p. $3.75.
A good survey of the role of the librarian, the diversity of function and
Ad multiplicity of procedures in a library, and the training for librarianship.
3-5 The book begins with a sample of the day of a children's librarian, goes
on to more general explanations, and discusses special libraries and spe-
cial jobs. The section on educational preparation is followed by a brief his-
torical survey, with special attention paid to the history of libraries in this
country. The writing is matter-of-fact, marred by a tendency to make gen-
eralizations and, in the first section, by a repeated change of tense. Not
comprehensive but informative. An index is appended.
Lange, Suzanne. The Year: Life on an Israeli Kibbutz. Phillips, 1970. 188p. $4.95.
Based on the author's experience as a member of an American student
M group that worked for one year in Israel. Ann Sanger has signed up as a
6-9 member of a group that will work on a kibbutz, although her parents have
warned her she will be hurt. In some ways she is: hurt when somebody
else is given a job she has come to love (taking care of small children),
hurt when a member of the community is killed by a terrorist, hurt by the
defection of some of her compatriots. But she finds love, and an understand-
ing of the kibbutz ethos. The story is marred by a plethora of minute de-
tails; for example, on Ann's first day in the baby house, she notes exactly
how each bed is made, describes step-by-step the cleaning of a floor. The
pattern of kibbutz life reads like the result of carefully-taken notes, but it
is interesting material; the fictional framework is only intermittently
plausible, due in part to the often-awkward dialogue.
Lexau, Joan M., ad. It All Began With a Drip, Drip, Drip ... ; illus. by Joan Sandin.
McCall, 1970. 39p. $4.25.
Pleasantly illustrated, a retelling of the traditional tale of the accidental
Ad hero who is rewarded for bravery he never exhibited. Here the potter
K-2 brings home a tiger which, in the dark, he has thought a donkey; the tiger
has come meekly because he had overheard a woman say that the terrible
drip-drip-drip was going to bring down the roof. Hearing of such valor, the
Rajah rewarded the potter and called for him when he had a military prob-
lem. Again the little potter was propelled into a situation in which he did
nothing, but effected a victory. The style is adequate, albeit a bit staccato,
but the humor of events carries the tale.
Little, Jean. Look Through My Window; illus. by Joan Sandin. Harper, 1970. 258p.
Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.79 net.
Because Aunt Deborah has tuberculosis, her four lively children are
R coming to stay with Emily and her parents. Emily, an only child, braces
4-6 herself for the turmoil of the children, but she finds it both exciting and
[76]
rewarding to have them. She also finds her horizons broadened by know-
ing Kate. Kate has one Jewish parent and deep feelings of confusion about
herself, feelings that are explored in sensible and tender discussions with
her parents and Emily's. Both girls love to read and to write poetry, so
the story is studded with references that devoted readers should enjoy.
The book is episodic, very well written and perceptively characterized,
the theme (suggested by the title) sturdily but not obtrusively pervasive.
McNair, Kate. A Book of Directions. Chilton, 1970. 214p. $5.25.
Ten stories about various members of a group of adolescents are told
M by one of the girls in the group. One of the tales was first published in a
6-9 magazine; all of them are wholesome, garrulous, old-fashioned, and tinged
with the along-came-Mr. Right and parents-know-best endings that are so
often found in magazine fiction. The characters are pleasant enough, the
writing style is pedestrian, the plots fairly predictable.
Marino, Dorothy (Bronson). Buzzy Bear's First Day at School; written and illus.
by Dorothy (Bronson) Marino. Watts, 1970. 33p. $4.50.
En route to his first day at school, Buzzy Bear stops to talk to his
Ad friends the beaver, the bee, and the bat. He asks them if they go to school.
5-6 No, they are too busy. After an apprehensive parting from his mother,
yrs Buzzy Bear settles into feeling insecure, his tension increasing as each
group recites. When he and the two other beginners are called on, he runs
outside and peers in through the window. Teaching the others to recog-
nize the sound of the initial letters of their names, the wise teacher draws
Buzzy Bear into the lesson; he is quite elated by his own performance and
thoroughly delighted by being at school. The encounters en route seem con-
trived (Buzzy Bear later announces that bat, beaver, and bee have the
same sound as the beginning of Buzzy) and the multi-graded classroom is
not the environment most children will have, but the story as a whole is
attractive in its light humor and in the sympathetic teacher and her
achievement in making a new child secure.
Mayne, William. Ravensgill. Dutton, 1970. 174p. Trade ed. $4.25; Library ed.
$4.21 net.
It was old Wig who started Judith wondering what the family mystery
R was, when he had a letter from his brother. "That policeman's dead," he
7-10 said, "the one that was after your Lizzie that time. That was a bit since."
Who was Lizzie, and why did Mother refuse to talk about it? If Judith was
curious, Bob White-a school acquaintance who lived over the hill at Ra-
vensgill-was even more so, because he had stumbled onto the mystery as
well. And Lizzie was his grandmother. Thus begins the unfolding of an old
family feud, with high drama, suspense, taut action, and a vivid set of
characters. The dialogue and writing style are excellent, the Yorkshire
setting colorful.
Milgrom, Harry. ABC Science Experiments; illus. by Donald Crews. Crowell-
Collier, 1970. 2 6p. $3.95.
"A, air. Blow air through a straw onto your hand. Can you feel the air?
M Can you hear it? Can you see it?" to, Z, zipper, Zip z zipper. Why does
1-3 the zipper stay together when it is closed?" The alphabetical format, with
one big and simple picture as background on each page, is moderately use-
[77]
ful, but the "experiments" vary from those which a beginning reader can
easily understand to some that either are difficult to answer or that raise
further and more complicated questions. A compilation of notes for par-
ents and teachers is appended, giving full information and suggesting (top
marks for this) that any response the child gives should be treated with
respect.
Monjo, Ferdinand N. Pirates in Panama; illus. by Wallace Tripp. Simon and
Schuster, 1970. 62p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library ed. $4.29 net.
A retelling of an event that took place in Panama in 1671 and has be-
Ad come one of its legends. Brother John was a happy man who loved every-
2-4 body-particularly Benito, the orphan he had adopted, and his dream was
to make the altar of his beloved church the most beautiful in the world.
Most of the altar was covered with gold, although Brother John had been
warned it would probably be taken by pirates. The inhabitants threw their
valuables down wells but Brother John covered the gold with whitewash.
When the pirate Henry Morgan retrieved all the possessions in wells and
demanded the church gold, Brother John and Benito told him only that the
altar was not finished, that some day it would be covered with gold. Then
Brother John begged ten thousand pieces of gold from the pirates, and
Henry Morgan rode off telling him that he, Brother John, was the biggest
pirate of all. Attractively illustrated and simply told, the story is plea-
sant but rather slow-paced.
O'Dell, Scott. Sing Down the Moon. Houghton, 1970. 137p. $3.75.
Bright Morning is the young Navaho girl who tells the story of her peo-
R ple; like the heroine of Island of the Blue Dolphins, she has a quiet cour-
6-9 age that prevails over circumstance. Her tribe is one of those forced out
of their homes by white men and driven on the long march to Fort Sumner.
It is Bright Morning who convinces her husband to escape; together they
make their way to a small, hidden canyon where they can start anew and
alone to live the peaceful Navaho way. The very simplicity of the writing,
at times almost terse, makes more vivid the tragedy of the eviction and
the danger and triumph of the return.
Orbach, Ruth. I'm Dan; photographs by George Pickow. Scribner, 1970. 22p.
Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.97 net.
A compilation of photographs in color, with such captions as "Hi I'm
NR Dan," "Oh no, I'm Dan. My friend's name is Dan, too," "See me? I'm Dan.
1-2 I live in the country," and "See me? I'm Dan. I live in the city." The book
is devised to interest children "who want to see their counterparts in the
books they are reading," according to the jacket copy. There seems little
point to the book, since it makes no comment on names, and there is no
action or focus.
Perry, Bill. Our Threatened Wildlife; An Ecological Study. Coward-McCann, 1970.
123p. illus. $4.29.
An excellent survey of wildlife resources, examining both those species
R that have become extinct (chiefly due to the carelessness or rapacity of
7-10 mankind) and those that are rare and protected. The author discusses the
many groups and agencies devoted to conservation, the kinds of refuges
that have been set up, and some of the research into ecological problems
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that is changing conservation patterns. Throughout the book there is an
explicit awareness of plant and animal relationships, with discussions of
plant succession, the food chain, and predacity. An index is appended.
Plotz, Helen, comp. The Marvelous Light; Poets and Poetry. T. Y. Crowell, 1970.
173p. $3.95.
Like other Plotz anthologies, this has variety of style and mood, dis-
R crimination in selection, and a wide spectrum of forms and poet-oriented
7- subjects. The poems range from ancient times to today, from romantic or
somber reflections to the humor of Ogden Nash. Poets write of them-
selves, their work, and other poets-sometimes in tribute, sometimes in
criticism or self-examination. First line, author, and title indexes are ap-
pended.
Reid, James. Peter, Peter, Pumpkin Eater; written and illus. by James Reid. For-
tress Press, 1970. 30p. $2.25.
A large flat, a slight story, pedestrian illustrations. The story is Hal-
M lowe'en-oriented and includes an interracial friendship, but it has no fo-
K-2 cus and has no compensating strength such as humor or good pace. Peter's
family goes to visit the Pumpkin Farm on an October Saturday, inviting
Bruce, the new, black boy next door to go along. Farmer Bumpkin has
made decorations for the farm, and after looking at these they buy pump-
kins to carve, pumpkins for pie, ten pumpkins to decorate the patio. Moth-
er bakes pies when they get home, and the two boys eat theirs in Bruce's
treehouse. That's the end of the story, which is very suburban in tone and
ends awkwardly.
Reit, Seymour. Animals Around My Block; photographs by Alex V. Sobolewski.
McGraw-Hill, 1970. 26p. (My World Series/For Early Childhood) Li-
brary ed. $3.83 net.
A first-person commentary, continuous and simple, on the animals a
Ad little boy sees walking about an urban neighborhood. His friend has a dog,
2-4 there's the grocer's amiable cat, a parrot sits in a pet shop window; the
yrs boy warily pets a turtle, holds very still to watch a butterfly, feeds a
squirrel and some pigeons, ends by going happily home with pets of his
own: two goldfish. The comments are printed on pages that face full color
photographs. Not substantial, but a useful book because of the background,
the simplicity, and the focus on a favorite theme.
Ruskin, Ariane, ad. Greek and Roman Art; ad. by Ariane Ruskin and Michael
Batterberry. McGraw-Hill, 1970. 192p. illus. $8.95.
Profusely illustrated with excellent photographs of sculpture, painting,
R jewelry, pottery, and architecture. The writing is lucid and informed, the
7- material well-organized, and the book made even more valuable because
of the fact that artistic developments are related to cultural factors. A
list of the locations of illustrative material, by chapters, and a relative
index are appended.
Scheffer, Victor B. Little Calf; illus. by Leonard Everett Fisher. Scribner, 1970.
140p. $5.95.
Little Calf is born in September, a sperm whale who shivers in the
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R cold waters of the sea, not yet protected by the blubber that will grow. In
7- the first year of his life, he is close to his mother except when she leaves
him to feed; slowly he learns the sounds of danger and the joy of play. The
book follows the whale harem through a year, sometimes describing Little
Calf, often digressing to speak of other marine creatures or the men who
hunt and study them, often pausing to discuss some aspect of cetology. The
writing is almost poetry at times and never far from it at any time, beau-
tifully imaginative in the use of language and always factual in giving infor-
mation; the information is authoritative and fascinating.
Sendak, Maurice. In the Night Kitchen; written and illus. by Maurice Sendak. Har-
per, 1970. 35p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $5.11 net.
In the night kitchen, while a small child sleeps, wonderful things hap-
R pen. Mickey, dreaming, falls into the kitchen, his clothes sliding away,
K-2 and is put into the batter by the bakers (chanting as they stir, three Oliver
Hardys like corpulent Macbeth witches) who think he is the milk. Mickey
jumps out of the Mickey-cake, and goes flying off for milk through the
night skies until he comes to the Milky Way, a huge bottle of milk into
which he plunges, soaring up again to pour milk into the batter while the
bakers carol rapturously at this deliverance. Then, cock-crow, and a
sleepy Mickey tumbles through the air and into bed. A most engaging fan-
tasy, the illustrations combining the meticulous draughtsmanship, the
imaginative implementation, and the identification with a child's vision
that are Sendak's happy forte.
Sesame Street. The Sesame Street Book of People and Things; The Sesame Street
Book of Puzzlers; The Sesame Street Book of Shapes; written by Children's
Television Workshop and Preschool Press. Time-Life/Little, Brown,
1970. 56p. illus. $3.95.
While there is some amusement and some instruction in the Sesame
Ad Street books, much of the material becomes just inert matter when trans-
3-6 lated from screen to page. The Book of Puzzlers has probably the most
yrs usefulness, since it has different kinds of problems; here the time a child
can take in solving, for example, sets of pictures in sequence, gives an
advantage over the ephemeral exposure of television. Much that is bright
and vigorous in the program becomes just filler here: the attractive peo-
ple, the amusing puppets, the cartoons all seem stilted and posed in the
still shots. There are even a few instances of possibly confusing material,
as in the identical figure (white circle within blue square) used in the dis-
cussion of circles alone, and later of squares alone. Each book has a
double-page spread of text at the back, suggesting to parents ways to use
the book.
Silverstein, Alvin. Germfree Life; A New Field in Biological Research; by Alvin
and Virginia Silverstein. Lothrop, 1970. 96p. illus. Trade ed. $4.50;
Library ed. $4.14 net.
A good survey of the science of gnotobiology-the study of certain mi-
R croorganisms on life forms that live in a sterile condition, germfree-
5-8 written in a direct style, serious but not formal. The photographs are
clear and informative, the material well-organized. The authors discuss
the early experiments that sprang from the conflicting theories of Pas-
teur and Nencki, give adequate background information on bacteria, and
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go on to discuss some of the experiments that are, through gnotobiology,
making available new knowledge, pathological and surgical, that can im-
prove treatment of tooth decay, cancer, and other diseases, and that can
improve chances for survival (in some instances) in the operating theater.
An index is appended.
Simmons, Ellie. Family; A Book You Can Read Before You Know How; written and
illus. by Ellie Simmons. McKay, 1970. 23p. $1.95.
A little book of prim-verging-on-quaint pictures tells the story of a
Ad small girl who adjusts happily to the arrival of a new baby. There are no
3-5 words; the illustrations show mother's hurried departure, the arrival of
yrs an older woman (presumably grandmother) who shares the child's activi-
ties companionably and uses her help in preparing for the homecoming.
Not unusual in theme or treatment, but useful for reading readiness as
well as for adjustment to a new baby, and the positive, cheery attitude is
encouraging.
Soule, Gardner. Strange Things Animals Do; How Scientists Probe Their Secrets.
Putnam, 1970. 160p. illus. $3.64.
Although this covers a great deal of interesting material, the book is
M weakened by random organization, photographs poorly placed, a tendency
4-6 to dub normal animal behavior as strange ("strange dinner" for penguins:
small crustaceans) and to cute captions. The chapter headings are not
completely indicative of contents: "The skunk everyone tries to avoid"
consists of four pages about other topics and one about a South American
skunk. A bibliography and an index are appended.
Steele, William Owen. Hound Dog Zip to the Rescue; illus. by Mimi Korach.
Garrard, 1970. 63p.. $2.39.
Three stories about Foolish Tom, his neighbor and enemy Reuben Hill,
Ad and his remarkable dog Zip. Zip keeps house for Foolish Tom, tends the
4-5 crops, and shoots meat for their table. In each of the three tales, Tom
gets into some scrape in which he is outwitted by Reuben and, in each
case, Zip not only rescues Tom but wreaks vengeance on Reuben. The il-
lustrations are adequate; the stories, because they are on only one note,
just miss being very funny. They are funny, but there is no contrast to
point up the nonsense humor of the noodlehead-tall tale.
Stucley, Elizabeth. Miss Georgie's Gang. Abelard-Schuman, 1970. 192p. $4.95.
The Cobley men had for generations been carpenters for the Drysdales
NR of Cranbreak Estate, and when the property is sold, Jim Cobley decides
6-9 to take a job in London. His daugher Sophy, the protagonist of this junior
novel, detests the city until she becomes interested in starting a garden
on a vacant lot. Her friends and she become proteges of Miss Georgie,
the daughter of the old Squire; Miss Georgie even pulls the local lads into
her projects, selflessly dedicating her time and energy to the small group
of young people. Both the writing style and the characters seem markedly
old-fashioned, a pervasive class-consciousness making Miss Georgia a
Lady Bountiful to whom the children look up and toward whom the adults
have a respectful admiration.
Sudbury, Rodie. A Sound of Crying. McCall, 1970. 149p. $4.50.
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Basically a family story, this has a second plot about a child ghost whose
Ad weeping is heard by only one of five children. Polly, who is twelve, is the
5-6 oldest of the four Devenish children who are visiting their cousin Fred-
erick and his parents. In a series of dreams, Polly reconstructs the un-
happy Sarah of long ago; her questions unearth the fact that such a person
did live in the house in the circumstances that obtain in her dreams. The
minor theme never quite meshes with the present, but the writing style is
competent and the children are well characterized. The adult characters
are superficially drawn.
Tresselt, Alvin R. The Beaver Pond; illus. by Roger Duvoisin. Lothrop, 1970.
32p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library ed. $4.14 net.
More than a description of the cycle of a beaver colony, this is a read-
R aloud book that introduces aspects of ecological balance in the very sim-
K-2 plest terms. The style is forthright and unornamented, yet it has a poetic
quality; the text and illustrations each can stand alone yet each comple-
ments the other; the illustrations are vivid with the woodland flora and
fauna of the year's seasons. It was because of the beaver dam that the
pond had come into being. Reeds grew on the shore, birds came to nest
there, the animals of the forest came to drink. Each winter the pond slept
under the ice, each spring the old beavers repaired their houses and the
new litters of beaver young played. The hungry predators prowled and the
beavers fled, the neglected dam broke, and the pond flowed away. But far-
there down the beavers had built a new dam, made a new pond, begun
again. ...
Uttley, Alison. Little Grey Rabbit Goes to the North Pole; illus. by Katherine
Wigglesworth after Margaret Tempest. Collins, 1970. 64p. $1.50.
Little Grey Rabbit and Squirrel are persuaded by Hare to join him in
NR an expedition to the North Pole. Armed with homemade pemmican, a com-
3-6 pass, a rescue rope, and a flag to wave, they set off. Chilled and weary,
yrs they finally arrive, having gone in a circle, back at their own village.
They dance around an old maypole, thinking it is the North Pole, before
they realize where they are. They are visited by Jack Frost, have a pic-
nic with their old friend Hedgehog, and-a few days later, after a thaw-
see the snowdrops that are a harbinger of spring. The vicissitudes of the
journey and the fact that the characters are animals may have some ap-
peal to small children, but both the story and the pictures verge on the
saccharine, and the story line is plodding.
Waddell, Helene J. When the Tide Goes Out; photographs by Arline Strong. World,
1970. 45p. $4.50.
An oversize book with big, clear print and good photographs of two sol-
Ad elmn little boys examining some of the life forms found on ocean beaches
K-2 and in tidal pools. The pictures are interesting, and the book may well
prompt independent investigation, although there is a slight note of talk-
ing-down in the text ("Now, what in the world are these?") which on the
whole does a good job of approaching with enthusiasm and simplicity an
aspect of biological science.
Walton, Richard J. Beyond Diplomacy; A Background Book on American Military
Intervention. Parents' Magazine, 1970. 270p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library
ed. $4.12 net.
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A fine history of aspects of American foreign policy, objective in ap-
R praising the discrepancies between fact and popular belief. Separate sec-
7-12 tions (some several chapters long) discuss the Mexican War, the Spanish-
American War, various episodes in the relationships between the United
States and Latin America, and Lebanon. Eight pertinent documents are
appended, as are an index and a compilation of bibliographic and refer-
ence notes.
Wells, Rosemary. The First Child; written and illus. by Rosemary Wells. Haw-
thorn Books, 1970. 30p. $4.25.
A fanciful story of human evolution, the illustrations (less harsh than
Ad most of the author-artist's previous work) showing all the proper life
3-5 forms of the era save for one preposterous creature. The First Child is
an amoeba whose father's feet hurt (more pod than pseudo) and who goes
off to find a therapeutic pedicure. The ocean becomes over-populated,
so the First Child, who has learned to swim and become the First Fish,
moves to dry land ("'Put one fin ahead of the other,' advises a tree fern.")
and becomes First Turtle . . . and so on through phylogenetic stages to
become First Boy. Although sophisticated in concept, this is delightfully
silly, written with dry humor and deftly concluded.
Winn, Marie. The Fisherman Who Needed A Knife; A Story About Why People Use
Money; illus. by John E. Johnson. Simon and Schuster, 1970. 36p. Trade
ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.39 net.
A companion book to The Man Who Made Fine Tops, which introduced
R the concept of division of labor, this is a good book for the very young on
4-7 the introduction of money as a common medium of exchange. The two-
yrs color illustrations have the same quality of sprightly amiability that the
text uses to tell the story of the fisherman who had trouble, in the days
when everybody traded what he had, getting the knife he wanted. The knife-
maker didn't need a fish, but wanted something else; the fisherman trudged
around making a series of trades before he got his knife and the knife-
maker the hat he wanted. They agreed that it would be easier if everyone
could use the same thing for bartering-why not small, easy-to-carry
pieces of metal? And so the use of money began. To help adults explain
and ramify the idea of using money, several suggestions are appended.
Wojciechowska, Maia. "Don't Play Dead before You Have To". Harper, 1970.
115p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.92 net.
"Listen, kid, if we get along real well together I wouldn't mind sitting
Ad for you again," Byron says patronizingly to Charlie. Byron thinks that
8-10 school stinks, parents are for conning, and gourmet food is practically
unAmerican. Charlie, who is a five-year-old intellectual genius, thinks
Byron is wonderful. It is to Byron that Charlie turns when real unhappi-
ness comes later in his childhood, a Byron who has matured and begun
to think for himself, who has a sense of values and a strong sense of com-
mitment. Strong stuff, and valid for today's young, but it loses much of its
impact because the entire book is a monologue-over the years-by Byron,
so that although there is change, there is no relief from the emotional in-
tensity that seems always at a peak.
Woody, Regina Llewellyn (Jones). Dance to a Lonely Tune. Westminster, 1970.
172p. $4.25.
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Kate defies her father by taking part in a protest meeting, along with
NR other students, at the high school at which he is the principal. He is seri-
6-9 ously wounded, and Kate feels remorse; she gives him her savings but de-
cides to go ahead with her planned year of studying with Martha Graham.
Primarily, this is a book about the neophyte modern dancer; it is heavily
loaded with subplots and themes: a love affair, a campaign against smok-
ing, father's recovery, Kate's discomfiture at taking part in a riot at a
hospital where she has been working with dance therapists, etc. The writ-
ing style is pedestrian, the career information will appeal to dance buffs,
the characters are superficially developed; there are some worthy themes,
but they compete with each other to the detriment of the book.
Wyndham, Lee, ad. The Winter Child; An Old Russian Folktale; illus. by Yaroslava.
Parents Magazine, 1970. 36p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.21 net.
A competent retelling of the story that reflects a familiar theme in
Ad folk literature: the childless couple and the magical appearance of a child
K-2 who acquires human characteristics. Here Sergei and Maria, who have
yearned for a child, are delighted when a snow figure they have built
comes to life. When the warm weather comes, the Snow Child leaves them,
but each year she comes back with the cold. The illustrations, simple in
composition and often elaborate in detail, are glass paintings, appropri-
ately Slavic in tone. Other versions of the tale may be preferred by story-
tellers; this is more detailed than Shedlock's "Snegourka."
Yolen, Jane H. The Seventh Mandarin; illus. by Ed Young. Seabury, 1970. 30p.
$4.95.
Three-quarters of each double-page spread is given to the lovely illus-
R trations for a tale in legend style, the text printed in the fourth column of
2-4 space, framing the rich, lambent paintings. One of the tasks of the seven
mandarins who guarded their king, long ago in an eastern land, was to fly
the huge dragon kite while the monarch slept-for the king's soul was safe
only when the royal kite flew. But the seventh and youngest mandarin
learned, one night when a fierce wind blew the kite down, that there was
no truth in the superstition. More, he learned of what went on in the city
outside the palace walls; looking for the fallen kite, he had to leave the
palace confines and so saw the misery of the people. So the good king dis-
covered the harsh reality of life outside; the palace walls came down, and
the land knew a peace and plenty it had never had. Good style, good story-
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